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From the acute management of cardiac arrest and stroke to traumatic brain injury, the implementation of hypothermia therapy since the past two decades has progressed from various guidelines committees' consideration of minimal benefit to mixed favorable outcomes being obtained from numerous randomized controlled trials [1] . As far as cases of traumatic brain injury are concerned, there were evidences of positive benefit in terms of mortality rates and neurological outcomes. According to a systematic analysis by Peterson et al. (2008) , the relative risks (RR) of mortality (95% confidence interval) in comparison with control treatment groups were lower in subgroups of hypothermic procedures which utilized a cooling duration of over 48 hours (RR = 0.51), delivered at a temperature range of 33 degrees Celsius and above that was defined as milder than below 33 degrees Celsius (RR = 0.77), and when the patient was rewarmed passively (RR = 0.49). Overall, patients' positive outcomes were more significantly demonstrated over long-term follow-up of at least 1 year. Needless to say, these condition variables and results are an indication or suggestive that a stable maintenance of hypothermia therapy delivered over the mild intensity range, i.e. 33 degrees Celsius and above, produces near to optimal results that are more evidenced over the long term as opposed to substantially strong cooling. Such methodology could help guide treatment standard protocol that can simultaneously increase favorable neurological outcomes and reduce the risk of occurrence of pneumonia and heart rate complications due to milder cooling temperature being introduced as well as a gradual pace of passive rewarming method. This also allows for a broader and more flexible duration window of adjustment and recovery for the brain and peripheral systems while they are still being subjected to potential post-injury effect(s). Building on the concept of stability and mild intensity cooling, a method of less invasive and indirect delivery of hypothermia therapy yet permitting a greater amount of physical surface area of exposure, through placement of patient in low environmental temperature recovery units may be worth considering. No doubt, there is a broad range of interrelated physiological aspects and processes which are subjected to constant modulatory strategies by temperature dynamics, e.g. immune system directed inflammation, increased intracranial pressure, etc., and such associations increase the chances of their resultant pathological conditions being potentially treatable and managed by hypothermia treatment [2] .
The Eurotherm3235 Trial study conducted by Andrews et al. (2018) [3] to investigate the effectiveness of therapeutic hypothermia in reducing intracranial pressure (ICP) and improving outcomes of patients with severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) reported more negative results for patients in the hypothermia treatment intervention group in terms of mortality rate and functional outcomes. Ruling out raised intracranial pressure as a cause of mortality may offer a more definitive conclusion report to this trial, which has been met with poor unexpected outcomes for patients who received the treatment; however, with critical care needed for a severe grade of traumatic brain injury, the authors should also consider other factors potentiating a broader range of complications for these patients, in addition to raised ICP, that could have exposed both treatment and control groups to higher risks of mortality. In the case of this trial, raised ICP as a sole target in hypothermia treatment has a questionable basis and role in longterm prognosis of TBI. It also fails to guide the establishment of a standardized confident range of temperature target for cooling procedures approved for TBI care and management with a clear understanding of the underlying mechanism through which lowered ICP was achieved. The mild range of 35 to 32 degrees Celsius was beneficial for ICP control but lacks utility for, and/or may even exacerbate, secondary complications during and beyond ICP monitoring. ICP monitoring could be considered as neither beneficial nor harmful in other situational and geographical contexts involving TBI, although it is recommended based on retrospective evidence [4] . Surprising reduction in survival rates have been reported in certain cases, which may partially explain or support the results of this trial. On the other hand, in consideration of the significance of intracranial pressure as an independent variable for recovery from TBI as it has been in this study, there was no mention of the presence or absence of post-traumatic refractory intracranial hypertension in patient subjects' follow-up analyses, which may necessitate more critical intervention strategies and procedures post-treatment [5] .
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